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Good morning 

I’d like to thank Andrew McKellar for the opportunity to speak to you today in the spirit of collaboration 

that exists between our two organisations. 

I also welcome today’s discussion of the Millennials, and with five in my family, I see first-hand the 

significance of this cohort. 

Not only will the purchasing power of this generation increase over time; they are the next generation to 

implement government policy in the years to come. Not only do we need to understand what drives their 

purchasing behaviour, we also need to know the values they wish to see reflected in the modern world they 

are shaping around themselves. 

It’s not only society that changes with each new generation; our industry is constantly being shaped by a 

combination of economic, technological and behavioural influences. Even though demand for new vehicles 

was dampened by the Global Financial Crisis, the automotive industry continued to raise standards of 

quality without increasing prices. 

Vehicles today are safer, more fuel efficient, more reliable and more technologically advanced than ever 

before. Almost 92 per cent of new cars sold in Australia during 2011 were rated 4-star or 5-star by the 

independent vehicle safety advocate, ANCAP, and the average new passenger vehicle sold in Australia today 

is at least 20 per cent more fuel efficient that it was in 2000, despite increased content.  

The industry’s substantial financial commitment to technological innovation has helped to develop smarter 

vehicles that use less or no fuel, have enhanced safety features, are more reliable, and which meet the 

many and varied lifestyle preferences of our customers. 
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To remain competitive, automotive companies need to balance the cost of safety and other innovations 

with what the customer is prepared to pay.  One way of managing costs is for companies to increasingly 

build “World Cars” – vehicles that can be sold in multiple markets with only minimal changes to suit local 

conditions. Ford’s new Ranger is a good example, designed in Australia but destined to be sold in over 180 

diverse markets. Toyota, Honda, Holden, Volkswagen plus many other automotive companies have adopted 

similar strategies in the quest to achieve economies of scale and spread high development costs.  

This approach also presents significant opportunities for component suppliers as it allows companies to 

specialise in the high volume manufacture of universal parts used by numerous manufacturers. Bosch, 

Hella, PBR and Denso are good examples of this strategy. 

This trend is already underway, with one projection by Deloitte suggesting that by 2020 as few as ten OEM 

groups, based in the six major markets (China, India, western Europe, Japan, Korea and the US), will account 

for 90% of global sales. 

Getting the balance right between the features and cost of a vehicle is more important than ever – 

Millennials want it all: beauty and style, as well as affordable, simple technology. 

Although there’s much debate about the precise years that define their generation, we know that the oldest 

Millennials, also known as Gen Y or the options generation, are reaching their thirties. While there is rich 

diversity within every generation that has been given a catchy label, and there are always risks in over-

generalising, I think it is safe to say that Millennials are optimistic, focussed on style and affordability, and 

digitally-connected. Not only do Millennials want to change the world; they believe that they CAN change it 

because their Baby Boomer parents told them they can do anything.  

Millennials use whatever is at their disposal to initiate change. In Australia, they haven’t faced the same 

high unemployment rates that their contemporaries have elsewhere in the developed world. This group is 

just coming into full-time work so even though their income is largely disposable, it is somewhat limited.  

Soon, this generation will be in their prime earning years, finally moving out of home into a rental or their 

first property. Having made do with second hand cars in their younger years, they may also be thinking 

about their first new car purchase. 

Being children of the digital age, most Millennials don’t watch free to air television, they use ad-blockers 

online, and they are cynical about marketing. They don’t want to be told about a new product, they want to 

“discover” things that are new and exciting that they can share with their friends. If something captures 

their imagination they will communicate it through their broad digital networks in a targeted way that paid 

advertising could never hope to achieve. Additionally, because they have grown up with technology, they, 

more than any other generation want it “now”! They want immediate response and immediate 

gratification. Why wait to read a book …. Download it onto your Kindle and begin to read it immediately. 

Millennials are described as careful shoppers who expect ready information, free services and sensitivity to 

the greater good, especially in areas of energy and social justice. They’ve learned environmental and social 

consciousness from their Baby Boomer parents, and will seek approval from their parents for their 

purchases. They in turn influence their parents’ purchasing behaviour. 
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This is a generation of informed shoppers who stick to tight budgets while still managing to stay trendy and 

cultured. They’re likely to look for inexpensive versions of the items they desire, and durable versions of the 

items they need. As a group, Millennials are not loyal to auto brands: more than other cohorts, they prefer 

vehicle makes that they’ve never owned before and typically will seek the “latest and greatest”.  

So, what does this mean for the Australian automotive industry? 

Undoubtedly, the Millennials pose a number of challenges for us. We need to continue providing attractive, 

technologically innovative and safe vehicles at an affordable price.  

Vehicle safety is a particular example where the auto industry can stand tall. The strong safety ratings being 

awarded by ANCAP to our vehicles are the direct result of recent safety innovations and will continue with 

the exciting safety developments that are underway. Many Millennials believe that enhanced safety is a 

price of entry to a segment; it’s something they think we should be doing as a base standard, not something 

they are willing to pay extra for. 

One example is electronic stability control: ECS was just a thought several years ago but now the technology 

features in every new car sold in Australia. Our companies are installing other innovative technologies such 

as blind spot monitoring, lane departure warnings, tyre pressure monitoring, brake assist systems and 

adaptive cruise control.   

With the Millennials, one challenge will be how their digital world interacts within the vehicle, between 

vehicles (vehicle to vehicle communication), and between vehicles and the surrounding infrastructure, 

hence providing information to the driver. For example, in-built navigation systems may be made redundant 

by drivers preferring to use digital maps on their smart phones. 

The future will lead to innovation in this space that we are not yet able to predict. But we will need to 

recognise and ameliorate the safety consequences of having an increasing number of digital natives driving 

on Australian roads – that is, ensuring that vehicles’ digital features do not become a distraction and 

therefore a safety hazard.  All OEMs are investing in research to develop driver-vehicle interfaces using 

sound ergonomic principles to assist the driver. 

We also need to meet Millennials’ aspiration to be an individual, stylish and environmentally conscious 

while securing their parents’ approval. Achieving the right balance between safety, environmental 

responsibility, interconnectivity and a pleasurable driving experience will depend upon continued 

investment in research and development, all of which increases costs, thereby demonstrating the circular 

nature of this challenge. 

Compounding the level of difficulty is the fact that most Millennials do not consume or respond to 

conventional advertising. Even though they spend inordinate amounts of time online, sometimes using 

several devices at once, this digitally-savvy generation uses easily downloadable ad-blocker programs to 

completely avoid the carefully market-researched advertisements that we place online to capture their 

attention. One particularly popular ad-blocker replaces advertisements with cute photos of cats instead. 
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Successful marketing to Millennials is not as simple however as getting into social media. An ill-prepared 

campaign to connect with potential customers through Facebook or Twitter can actually damage a brand. 

Discovery is the key to marketing to the emerging consumers, policy makers and politicians of the next 

couple of decades. And through this process of discovery, Millennials are becoming smarter shoppers, 

leveraging numerous sources of information to help them make informed decisions. Ways to help 

Millennials discover automotive products will likely include viral video campaigns, enhanced showroom 

experiences and bespoke opportunities to shape the product. Once their imagination is captured, this 

generation will spread the word about the products they like. 

Millennials hold the future of the automotive industry in their hands: it turns out their Baby Boomer parents 

weren’t exaggerating after all. This is largely because, from a timing perspective, they are the next 

generation to enter this space, not necessarily because they’re any more “radical” than previous 

generations. 

If we get it right when marketing to Millennials, our industry will secure an emerging market - them - while 

enhancing an existing one – their parents. To get it right, the automotive industry’s change trajectory needs 

to mirror the Millennials’ preferences; we need to produce stylish, innovative, environmentally responsible 

vehicles that have many options and are affordable. 

This will not be easy, as a characteristic of Millennials is that they drive less and are more likely to adopt 

alternative ownership arrangements such as vehicle cooperatives. With many Millennials choosing to live in 

downtown localities, for some walking, pushbikes, motor scooters or public transport are seen as viable 

alternatives to car ownership. There are also competing priorities for their limited disposable income – 

purchasing the latest smartphone or tablet may take precedence over placing a deposit on a new vehicle. 

Current vehicle sales figures are moving in the right direction, but Australians’ preferences for vehicles are 

changing, and we’re changing with them. There is a strong market for smaller vehicles, most likely reflecting 

a consumer preference for cars that are efficient and inexpensive to run. Last year, for the first time in 

decades, the best-selling vehicle in Australia was a small four-cylinder car, the Mazda3, and demand for 

small passenger vehicles has increased overall by 5.0 per cent compared with the same period in 2011. 

Meanwhile, other Australian car buyers are having a prolonged love affair with SUVs, in every shape and 

size. SUVs are clearly meeting a different set of consumer preferences, which most likely include a sense of 

adventure, a feeling of enhanced safety and greater adaptability to a family’s changing needs. As a result, 

sales of SUVs are up more than 30 per cent compared with the same period in 2011. Interestingly, while 

there have been increases in the sales of all SUVs, the small SUV segment has the greatest increase, up  62 

per cent compared with the first seven months of last year. 

A modest but growing interest in vehicles using alternative fuel sources has also emerged. Just over 7,100 

hybrid and 8,800 LPG-powered vehicles have been sold so far this year. Electric cars will become more and 

more common as new brands are put into the marketplace. However, the infrastructure to support electric 

vehicles needs to be in place before this market expands.  
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And in perhaps the strongest sign that Millennials have started exercising their purchasing power in the 

Australian car market, sales of sports cars costing less than $80,000 have doubled to 8,600 units compared 

with the first half of 2011. 

Let me emphasise that, now more than ever before, the auto industry recognises that knowing our 

customer is the key to sales success. The only way to successfully sell to Millennials is to know them. Poorly 

made assumptions about them could mean losing them, as well as their parents. 

Having a close working relationship with the representatives of our customers, AAA, is therefore of critical 

importance to FCAI. It is similarly important that AAA understand our industry and the forces that shape it, 

including global markets, the size and shape of the Australian market, and our supply chain issues and 

product development lead times. 

Our two organisations already have a long record of collaboration, and I see my participation in today’s 

event as a reaffirmation of that arrangement. I am aware of our joint involvement in issues such as the 

ANCAP Road Map, developing standards for electric vehicles, potential changes to the Green Vehicle Guide 

and discussion of the Right to Repair.  

I am also aware that we do not necessarily always agree on issues, but it is important that both our 

organisations maintain a healthy two-way dialogue, identify potential conflicts as soon as possible, and 

work towards their speedy resolution for the benefit of all concerned. 

Let’s not forget that our collaboration also benefits our shared stakeholder, the Australian driver: there is 

undoubtedly still more that can be done to meet their needs. 

As an example, where should a car buyer go to find information about vehicle safety: the ANCAP website, 

the manufacturers’ websites, a Government website, or the TAC How Safe is My Car website?  Are 

consumers also getting confused with safety star ratings? I am sure they understand a greater number of 

stars means something is better than a similar product with less stars, but do they understand why? Do they 

need to? Or are consumers becoming confused with the move to star rating schemes featuring  6 or 7 stars, 

and therefore finding it difficult to compare newer and older models?  

These are the types of questions that can best be answered by a collaborative approach between our 

organisations.  

Similarly, we can work together on the exciting new marketing challenge presented to us by the Millennials 

– understanding their needs, aspirations and influences, how to win their loyalty, and how they influence 

other generations.  

I’m therefore most grateful for the opportunity to speak to you today, and to convey the FCAI and its 

members’ enthusiasm for working together with you on shared issues. I wish you well for the remainder of 

your conference. 

Ends. 

 


